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ATTRACTIONS.
[ART. 231
231. tinea* and quadratic layers. Ex. 1. If a thin layer of attracting matter, distributed over the surface of an ellipsoid, be such that the surface density p at any point (a, y, z) is p(Lx + My+Nz), where p is the perpendicular on the tangent plane, prove (1) that the axial components of the attraction at any internal point are constant and respectively equal to LazA, Mb-B, NczC, where A, JS, C, have the meaning given in Art. 212 and (2) that the potential is a linear function of the coordinates.
To prove this we refer to Art. 92. Since the component attractions of a homogeneous ellipsoid at an internal point are Ap£, Spy, Cp£ the potential of a thin superficial layer of surface density pcos<£ is Ap%. Since cos0=p#/a2, the potential of a layer of surface density pLx is La2A£. The x component of attraction is therefore La*A, while the y and z components are zero. It is evident from the symmetry of the law of density that the mass is zero. The potential is La* A% + Ml9 By + Nc* C£.
This example has an electrical meaning. An uncharged ellipsoid is placed in a field of uniform force, the direction cosines of the constant force being proportional to the arbitrary quantities LcPA, Mb2B, Nc*C. Since the resultant force due to the electricity and to the field must be zero at all internal points, the electrical density must be represented by -p. The result shows that the ratio p/p is a linear function of the coordinates.
In the same way we enquire in the next example what must be the field of force that p/p may be a quadratic function of the coordinates.
If the ellipsoid is charged with a quantity E of electricity, this quantity is to be so distributed over the surface that its attraction at any internal point is zero (Art. 68). The additional electrical surface density is therefore /cp, where K is such that the whole quantity is equal to E. By Art. 71 or 195 this gives K=
Ex. 2. If a thin layer of attracting matter, distributed on the surface of an ellipsoid, be such that the surface density at any point (x, y, z) is pf(xt y, z), where / is a homogeneous quadratic function of (x, y, z), prove (1) that the potential at any internal point is also a quadratic function of the coordinates of that point together with a constant, and (2) that the axial components of the attraction at any internal point are linear functions of the coordinates of that point.
Let us regard the layer as occupying the space between two concentric ellipsoids having their axes nearly coincident in direction. The second ellipsoid is derived from the first by small rotations 66, 50, 5^ round the axes and a change of the axes a, 6, c into a + 5a cfec. By choosing 50, 50, 8\f> and da &c. properly, this thin layer may be made to represent the given quadratic distribution over the surface.
Consider first the rotation Si//. The component displacements of a point Q are Sx= -#5^, Sy = xSi//,5z = 0; the direction cosines of the normal at Q are \=px/a~&c. The thickness of the layer is the sum of the projections on the normal. Omittiug
a2 - b-the factor Si//, the surface density becomes p — .,..,  xy, and the potential of the shell
at an internal point         — =# -y- -y — = (A~B)xy.
'
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dy    y dx~ When the surface density is pxyjab the potential becomes 2irabc I 7-^-
by substituting for A, B their values, Art. 212. The upper limit is oo and the lower limit is zero or X (Art. 226) according as the point is internal or external. See Art. 93, Ex. 2.

